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Entrance Doors

Bi-Fold Doors

Individually designed
for you
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grand space
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Door Styles

Add an
extra dimension
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Moar Windows & Doors
A family owned business creating beautiful handcrafted timber doors for your home.
Our specialist tradesmen have been working in quality timber joinery since 1986 with
our products being manufactured mainly from solid certified plantation Western Red
Cedar with hardwood sills, but we can cater for your choice of timber as well. All
doors are handcrafted with traditional joinery techniques and made to the highest
Australian standards.
We have an extensive range of design and glass options to suit any architectural or
individual style. All doors are custom made because we want you to have the
perfect doors for your situation. The only things we will not compromise on are
quality, performance and reliability. So if it is French that takes your fancy, an
elegant entrance or a beautiful bi-fold, we can custom create the door to suit.
With all the choices available we understand that it can sometimes be a little
overwhelming in deciding what you want. We offer a professional design service so
that we can help you visualize your ideas as well as provide advice unique to your
situation. All of our designs are computer generated to scale and are specified in
detail to ensure accuracy and quality. We take the time to listen to you and work
with you to ensure complete satisfaction and providing you with a unique,
beautifully handcrafted door that will turn a house into a home.
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Entrance doors create an
impression of what lies
beyond. They can
embody strength, warmth
and security for you and
your family as well as being
welcoming to family and
friends.

Entrance
Doors

All doors are supplied either
paint-primed ready for
painting or oil-primed.

Let us create a unique
door for you that reflects
your personality and your
home.
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Bi-Fold
Doors

Bi-folds are a stylish way to bring
the view in by connecting the
inside with the outside and adding
an extra dimension to your home.
With our system of bi-folds you can
use a single door hinged
separately to act as a normal
door when the other door panels
are closed and locked in position
or fold all the door panels back for
an uninterrupted view.
Choose any number ofAdoor
panels and styles. When
combined with Brio Retractable
Screen, the result is highly
functional and simply stunning.
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Sliding,
Stacking and
Lift & Slide
Doors

Lift & Slide are the ultimate
in sliding doors. Great for
large, heavy double
glazed doors as they seal
and lock with a multi point
locking system that can be
operated with ease.
Perfect for young and old
alike.
Come and see our
showroom display door
and have a play!
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Our sliding and stacker
doors are available in a
number of configurations
and with the option of our
Brio Retractable Screen.
To discuss what will best suit
your needs, contact our
specialist staff today.
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French
Doors

Bring timeless elegance to
any home with our
beautiful French doors.
Choose your preferred style
of door or let us design a
door for you. For larger
spaces they can also be
teamed with fixed door
sidelights or windows.
Brio retractable screens
can also be fitted to French
doors. Your beautiful doors
will never have to be
hidden from view again!
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Moar Windows and Doors
Showroom:
3/270 Mann Street
Armidale NSW 2350
Telephone: 02 6772 0068
www.moarwindows.com.au
Email: andrew@moarwindows.com.au

